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This study investigated the effect on test scores
on the

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking. Form A,

resulting from convergent and divergent methods of teaching fifteen half-hour mini-lessons in social studies to
fourth, fifth, and sixth graders.

Results favored the

Divergent Group, and their scores were more widely dispersed.

Recommendations included a follow-up study,

replication of the experiment with variations in the
sample and treatments, and investigation of the possible
utility of a two-score achievement test.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

That educators in recent years have become concerned with the development of creativity is evidenced by
the large number of articles on the subject in professional
literature.
Authorities disagree on whether creativity can be
taught and whether it is even definable in behavioral terms.
At one end of the spectrum of understanding are Burns and
Ellis, who proclaim that creativity "is not amenable to
direct instruction," and further say that "to our lmowledge
there are no clearly defined behaviors at present directly
ascribable to creativity" (51205-206).

In the mainstream

are such as Massialas and Zevin, who describe conditions
in the classroom which foster creative thinking (26), and
Scofield, who speaks of the "Creative Climate" (49).

Ex-

perimental researchers may represent the other end of the
spectrum because they treat creativity as measurable, and
use tests to measure it.

Methods of fostering creativity

indicate various results for various methods,
Some of the approaches to nurturing creativity
include brainstorming (15,56-59, 181162-170), inquiry
training and questioning techniques (26123-26; 181207-209),
l
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and identifying and encouraging the creative child (181242250; 38•91-104).
Meeker has expressed the assumption held by many
investigators that divergent thinking has a close association with creativity (28120).

They are not, however, con-

sidered to be identical; divergent thinking is seen as a
necessary, though not sufficient condition for creative
activity.

Even so, according to Meeker, encouragement

of divergent thinking would represent an engaging approach
to the development of creativity.
Despite the recognized relationship of divergent
thinking to creativity, a review of the literature reveals
few studies which have attempted to foster creativity
through divergent thinking.
The many suggestions offered educators for fostering creativity seem to make sense according to the definition of "creative" by the various investigators.

However,

because of the complexity or other limitations of these
suggestions, educators are left in need of better answers.
Torrance, speaking of the present concern for
creativity, says "A body of knowledge must be accumulated
over time through a variety of methods, in a variety of
situations, and by a variety of investigators" (39,115).
It is obvious that creativity remains complex and little
understood.

THE PROBLEM
Broadly stated, the problem will be to determine
whether a difference in creative performance will result
in children taught by divergent and convergent methods.
More narrowly, the purpose of this study will be to determine the effect on test scores of similar Ss taught by the
two methods when tested by the

Torrance Tests of Creative

Thinking. Verbal and Figural, Form A, when treatments are
given for half hour daily periods over fifteen consecutive
school days, and when information given and the teacher
are the same.
Related concerns of the study will include the
feasibility of incorporating divergent thinking into lessons in a normal part of the school curriculum, where
usually convergent thinking plays a large part.

More

specifically, it will be of interest to determine whether
divergent questions are easily separable from convergent
questions, and whether the consistent use of divergent
questions would baffle, discourage, or intimidate students
used to the normal curriculum.
informal critique of the

Also intended will be an

Torrance Tests of Creative

Thinkin~.
IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
All authorities on the subject of creativity seem
to agree on one thing•

creativity is not well understood.
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Burns and Ellis are concerned that ••very little objective
information is available concerning creativity" (51204).
Some curriculum materials have been developed for teaching
creativity, but as Feldhusen and others point out, only a
small portion of the available materials have been subjected
to research evaluations (13148).

J.P. Guilford expresses

the need for quantitative measurement in research and development in the field of creative behavior (201154).

Thus an

urgency is stated for an application of the scientific
method; systematic evaluation is called for in building an
understanding of that complex term.
Of concern to basic knowledge is the idea that
divergent thinking is an important component of creativity.
Guilford, who expresses the intellect as a three-dimensional
model, places divergent thinking as relevant to creativity

(20,157).

Torrance (3812, 26, 86), Meeker (28120-22), and

Carlson (7) are among other writers who have given attention
to the association of divergent thinking with creativity.
Although some research has related divergent thinking and
creativity (14s 19; 23), there were few studies of teaching
for creative performance through divergent thinking.
The need has been expressed for quantitative measurement in creativity research.

Authorities recognize an

association of divergent thinking with creativity, but more
evaluative research investigating this relationship seems
desirable, especially from the standpoint of the practicality of teaching for creativity by practicing divergent

5

thinking in classroom subjects,
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The findings of this study will be limited by the
nature and size of the sample.

The thirty-seven subjects,

ten to twelve years of age, were from two self-contained,
nongraded classrooms of a college laboratory school at
Central Washington State College of Ellensburg, Washington.
Many of the students are the children of college teachers,
and so have a background of higher education.

The students

normally work under less crowded conditions than public
school students; they are also allowed greater freedom of
movement and are more encouraged to undertake self-initiated
activities.

The atypical setting and the sample size repre-

sent a lack of random sampling and prevent generalization
beyond the scope of this study.
The treatments administered in this study pose a
further limitation.

It is not shown how shorter or longer

treatment periods would affect creative performance,

Also,

the structure of the convergent and divergent treatments of
this investigation is not meant to be representative of all
such possible structures; variations could produce different
results.
The test vehicle is a major limitation because of
its restricted definition of creativity and its questionable validity.
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We must accept Torrance's definition of creativity
if we are to use his test instrument successfully, and his
definition is not universally accepted.

For example,

Macleod feels that a creative act should not be trivial

(251188).

Since Torrance does not purport to measure the

importance or triviality of behavior, this particular criterion is ignored.

Novelty and newness of the idea to the

thinker are frequently considered to be characteristic of
a creative act (21135).

Whether Torrance's tasks are new

to the student taking his test is undetermined.
The validity of Torrance's test is questioned by
such thinkers as Burns and Ellis, who conclude that creativity is not on demand recall (5,204), and Wagner, who states
that creativity cannot be forced (421148).

The use of a

creativity test appears to require the assumption that
creativity is on demand recall.

Here the differing con-

cepts of creativity held by various authorities form an
obstacle to the acceptance of some research.

In this study

it is accepted that creativity can be measured by a testing
instrument.
The adequacy of a single test as a measure of
creativity is questioned by Guilford (20,159).

He feels

that since creativity includes many variables, many measures are necessary to properly assess it.

For the sake

of simplicity, a single measure of creativity was used in
this study, but the findings are limited by the possible
inadequacy of that measure.
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TERMS USED IN THE STUDY

Convergent Thinking
This term refers to the production of information
from given information, where the emphasis is on the best
outcome.

Usually the given information fully determines

the response, and the transfer of other information is not
involved.

Convergent thinking calls for the abilities to

classify items of information, deduce meaningful information implicit in the given information, produce a word or
idea that conforms to specific relationship requirements,
and order information into a meaningful sequence.

Divergent Thinking
This term refers to the production of information
from given information, where the emphasis is upon the
variety and quality of output from the same source.

The

transfer of other information is likely to be involved.
Divergent thinking requires the abilities to elaborate on
given information, group items of information in different
ways, produce varied implications from given information,
produce many relationships appropriate in meaning to a
given idea, and give antecedents, concurrents, and consequences of given information.

Creativity
For this study, Torrance's definition of creativity
was used.

That definition is as follows•
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a process of becoming sensitive to problems, deficiencies; gaps in knowledge, missing elements,
disharmonies, and so ona identifying the difficulty;
searching for solutions, making guesses, or formulating hypotheses about the deficiencies; testing and
retesting them; and finally communicating the results

(4016).

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter will present an introduction to divergent thinking as a basic intellectual operation, with some
studies concerning divergent thinking and creative activity.
Following will be a review of successful methods of teaching for creative performance, divergent thinking seen as a
common thread running through these methods.

Finally, a

summary of the literature will be presented.
The idea that divergent production is one of the
basic operations of the intellect is theorized in J.P.
Guilford's Structure-of-Intellect model (20).

The factor

analysis of many tests in the late 1950's gave rise to the
basic ideas of the theory, and these ideas have been refined up to the present time.

Intellectual abilities are

presented in a three-dimensional model of operations, contents, and products.

The complete schema is represented by

an array of 120 predicted cells or categories of intellectual abilities.

The model proposes five operations of

human intelligence•
and evaluation.

cognition, memory, divergent production,

According to Guilford, the three operations

of memory, divergent production, and evaluation are associated with creative thinking, as are the transformation
9
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abilities.

Of these, divergent production is most impor-

tant (201159-163).
In a study by Feldhusen and others (14), divergent
thinking was divided into three factors•
ency, flexibility, and originality.

ideational flu-

Correlations were in-

vestigated between these factors and anxiety, achievement,
and a creativity self-rating scale.

Subjects were seventh

and eight graders from a small city school system.

Signif-

icant positive correlations were found in males between the
creativity self-rating scale and their achievement and
originality scores, and between achievement of all subjects
on the one hand and their originality and flexibility
scores on the other.

Anxiety correlated negatively with

the SCAT and STEP convergent measures of achievement, but
not with divergent thinking or the creativity self-rating
scale.

The results indicated that predictors of academic

success might be improved by the inclusion of a divergent
measure.

The investigators were reluctant to make generali-

zations about creativity on the grounds that so little is
known about its nature or its association with divergent
thinking.
A creative thinking subtest predicted achievement
in a divergent learning situation in a study by Grover (19).
Ninth grade civics classes were taught by a divergent or a
convergent teaching method.

Both groups were post-tested

with a divergent and a convergent test of achievement in
the course.

Predictors were sex, an achievement index, and
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two subtests of the

Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinkin&.

It was found that performance on the convergent post-test
was more predictable, and that the Unusual Uses subtest
contributed to prediction of achievement on the divergent
but not the convergent post-test.

The nonverbal Circles

subtest contributed nothing to prediction on the verbal
post-tests.

Performance was found more predictable when

pupils were tested in the same manner as they studied, although mean scores on the divergent and convergent posttests were not significantly different for the two groups.
The fluency score of the divergent post-test had the lowest
correlation with the achievement index, indicating, as did
the study by Feldhusen and others (14), that the set to be
fluent was the least related of the tested abilities to
typical school performances.
The quality of children's play may be an index to
their divergent thinking potential.

Lieberman hypothesized

that playfulness had an analogue in creative thinking and
that it would, therefore, correlate with some of the divergent thinking factors in the Structure-of-Intellect (2J).
Playfulness of kindergartners was measured on a rating
scale for physical, social, and cognitive spontaneity, manifest joy, and sense of humor.

Divergent thinking was mea-

sured by a test interview for the factors of ideational
fluency, spontaneous flexibility, and originality.

Mental

age, measured by the Peabody standardized picture vocabulary
test, supposedly a measure of convergent thinking, corre-
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lated significantly with four of the playfulness traits and
with all three divergent thinking factors.

It was conclud-

ed that convergent and divergent thinking may not be clearly separable in kindergartners.

Findings by Feldhusen and

others indicate that convergent and divergent abilities may
not be clearly separable because of their correlationship
with achievement.

The two abilities were separated in

Grover's investigation only with the help of a creativity
subtest, which gives an indication of the context in which
they are separable.
Shigaki (34), in a study with pupils from fourth,
fifth, and sixth grades of a private elementary school,
showed the impact of pupil intelligence and creativity on
the production of divergent responses.

Intelligence was

measured by the Lor&e Thorndike Intelli&ence Test, creativity by the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinkin&~ and divergent thinking by the Aschner-Gallagher category of divergent
thinking.

The effects of teacher strength and sensitivity

on divergent production were also investigated and found to
be insignificant.

Results showed creativity was significant

at <.0005 level, and intelligence was significant at <.025
level.

The influence of intelligence on divergent produc-

tion shown in this study is compatible with results in the
research by Lieberman, and Feldhusen and others.

There were

some interesting side-lights, however, to the Shigaki study.
An inspection of the exchanges between teachers and pupils
revealed that the teachers employed a majority of questions
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restricted to fact-stating.

In addition, the general pre-

occupation with conveying the objective of each lesson
seemed to insensitize the teachers to the divergent production of the pupils.
Wallach, writing on creativity and the expression
of possibilities, says that children who are poor in expressing conceptual possibilities have an overly severe
attitude toward their own errors and may therefore avoid
risk-taking, potentially innovative activities (43).

Fur-

ther, Wallach sees the "hardware revolution" in education-instruction by teaching machine and computers--as stultifying the process of expressing possibilities and leading
back to an overly rationalistic view of thinking processes.
In other words, the hardware revolution works against the
development of creative thinking by rendering divergent
production ineffectual,

This raises a question about the

importance of divergent thinking in the modern curriculum.
With all the concern about teaching for creativity,
one might have expected divergent thinking to be practiced
considerably in the classroom.

Apparently it has not been,

and most of what takes place is the convergent variety.

As

Meeker stated, "So much of the curriculum exercises this
ability that it is fondly dubbed the 'school block'" (281

19).

This bias often shows up in the frequent use of the

multiple choice examination, matching tests, and the standard intelligence test, which all have preordained answers.
It appears that too often the questions teachers ask have
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accepted, correct answers, and the elicitation of possibilities is thereby negated.
There were few research studies directly related to
teaching for creativity through divergent thinking.

How-

ever, successful methods of teaching for creativity seem to
exercise divergent production in some way.

The stage in

inquiry instruction (22151) that calls for conjecturing and
guessing is a use of divergent thinking.

In brainstorming,

divergent thinking is necessary at the stage where a multitude of ideas is called for (301154).
The inquiry method of teaching science to fifth and
sixth grade children, via instructional television, produced significant results in creative thinking, according
to a study by Beets (3).

The inquiry instructional mater-

ials were developed by Dr. J. Richard Suchman of Science
Research Associates.

One experimental group only viewed

the telecasts, while another experimental group was allowed
to interact with the television teacher through a direct
telephone connection and approximately one-half of its students took part in one of the live telecasts.

A control

group was taught by traditional curriculum and methods.
Both experimental groups showed significantly improved performance over the control group, and the experimental group
that participated in the telecasts showed significantly
greater performance than the group that only viewed the
telecasts.

While the Hawthorne Effect of the new method

may have accounted for the superiority of the experimental
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groups, the significance of active participation was demonstrated,

However, the limitations of this method mean

narrow applicability•

considering the materials required,

and the single subject treated, it could not be widely or
easily used in today's public schools.
Creative performance of college students was significantly improved in an elementary science education
methods course in an experiment by McCormack (27).

In this

study, the creativity training consisted of (a) brainstorming; (b) inquiry development sessions; (c) morphological
analysis of problem; and, {d) researcher developed Invita-

tions to Creative Thinkioo written exercises. Creative
ability was measured by the Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinkin&.

It was concluded that creativity-training may

be included as a portion of an existing elementary methods
course and effect gratifying creativity improvement with
no loss in subject-matter achievement.

While this method

might also prove effective in public school settings, its
very complexity would likely prove to be a barrier to its
acceptance.

The imposition of the four separate activities

into a standing curriculum would entail considerable effort
in most instances,
The major objective in Arici's study {2) was to
investigate the relative effectiveness of the brainstorming
method against a nonbrainstorming method as applied to
creative problem solving.

One hundred University of Illi-

nois students were subjected to four different treatments
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generated by two factors•

(1) brainstorming-non-brainstorm-

ing, and (2) individual-group.

"Creative problem solving"

was measured by the quantity and quality of answers to
three unstructured problems.

In this study, individuals

produced a significantly greater number of solutions than
did the groups.

This is contradictory to the claimed advan-

tage of the brainstorming process that group members can
"hitch-hike" on each others' ideas (30,154).

Brainstorming

resulted in a significantly greater number of solutions than
non-brainstorming, but the quality of the solutions was not
significantly different.

The claim of the brainstorming

method that "quantity breeds quality
upheld.
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(301129-:37) was not

Although brainstorming is essentially divergent

production followed by evaluation and therefore would be
easily adaptable to most academic subjects, the inadequate
measure of creativity used in this study delimits the findings of the method for fostering that ability.
Once the ability to think creatively has been developed, it may stay during the passage of time.

In Compton's

investigation (10), Florida school teachers were subjected
to either brainstorming or a round-table discussion approach
to solutions of problems.

Creative thinking in this study

was measured by the three Guilford creativity tests•
Alternate Uses, Consequences, and Seeing Deficiencies.

The

brainstorming group had significantly higher scores immediately after the conclusion of the course, and again when
measured 10 to 14 weeks after the teachers had returned to
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their teaching situations.

The results of this study seem

to contradict the notion that ncreativity is at best a
fleeting phenomenon" (51204).

There is some indication

that creativity training need not be a continuous process
through the educational sequence,
To summarize, then, divergent thinking is posed as
one of the basic operations of the intellect.

While it is

somewhat separable from other intellectual operations, both
divergent and convergent production show a positive correlation to achievement.

A functional relationship of diver-

gent thinking with creative performance has been shown.
Although the development of creativity is considered desirable, the use of divergent thinking in the classroom gives
way to convergent thinking.

This tendency may be made even

greater by the coming of the computer age.
Research in teaching for creativity shows that certain methods used in certain contexts appear to foster that
ability as measured by certain means.

Although the com-

plexity or limitations of these methods restrict their
general use in public school settings, one component common
to them is divergent production.

The lack of a universal

measure of creativity, though, continues to restrict findings of investigations and generally plagues research in
the field.

CH.APTER III
METHODOLOGY
This chapter will describe the procedures used in
the experiment.

The sample will be described, and the

general format of the treatments given.

The test instru-

ment will be described, and a section on the preparation
of the mini-lessons included,

Finally, testing and statis-

tical procedures will be outlined and hypotheses stated.
SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE
The sample consisted of the boys and girls of two
self-contained, non-graded classrooms from Hebeler Elementary School of Central Washington State College of Ellensburg, Washington,

The two highest level classrooms of the

school--roughly equivalent to fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades--were chosen so that tests could be group-administered,

The investigator was familiar with all the subjects,

and, in an intern capacity, had taught one classroom for
six months previous.

A total of thirty-seven pupils were

randomly assigned to two treatment groups with the aid of
a table of random numbers.
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TREATNfENTS
Each group was given a series of 15 treatments
which required one half hour daily over a three week period.
The treatments were lessons on conservation.

One experi-

mental group was required to perform convergent tasks and
the other group performed divergent tasks.

The treatments

were similar in the information given and the materials
required.

Treatments took place over a one hour period

each morning, with one group immediately following the next.
The general format of the treatments was a period
of information-giving, followed by one or more tasks requiring the appropriate intellectual exercise.

The information

was presented by films, pictures, a field trip, and printed
material.

A treatment consisted of one or more cycles of

information-giving and task-completion; the whole required
approximately 30 minutes.
TEST INSTRUMENT
The instrument used in the study was selected after
consulting the Buros'

Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook

and after reviewing recent studies involving tests of
creativity.

The

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinkin,« are

still in the research edition.

Since this instrument is

suitable for the age levels of the proposed subjects and
has been extensively used in experiments about creativity,
it was selected.
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The

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinkin~ were devel-

oped at the University of Minnesota after approximately
nine years of sustained research and testing.

The instru-

ment was designed for use from kindergarten through graduate school.

Within the context of the definition of

creativity used by Torrance, tasks were chosen which met
two criteria•

those which would be most easily and eco-

nomically scored, and those which stood best the tests of
reliability and validity while at the same time sampling
as many different kinds of thinking ability as possible.
Torrance (40117, 18) feels that a number of factors
need to be considered in interpreting reliability data.
Creative functioning involves emotional factors, bodily
states, group atmosphere, and the like.

Some important

psychological states in creative production are involvement-detachment, deferment of judgement, speculation, and
playfulness.

The varied educational experiences of children

that permit them to learn in creative ways would affect
their creative performance.

Since creative thinking re-

quires expensive energy, motivational factors are especially
important in the measurement of creative abilities.

Tor-

rance stresses these variables to warn that although the
test-retest reliabilities may be low, this does not necessarily make the instrument unreliable or lacking in usefulness.
Although little has been done in testing the testretest reliability with all four of Torrance's complete
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batteries, two studies were given as meeting this criterion
of using alternate forms.

The first study included 118

fourth, fifth, and sixth grade children in St. Croix, Wisconsin, the second study involved 54 fifth graders in White
Bear, a St. Paul, Minnesota, suburban school.

The latter

group was subdivided into 28 Experimentals and 26 Controls.
The alternate forms of both the verbal and figural tests
were administered to the first two groups one to two weeks
apart and to the third group, eight months apart.
results can be seen in Table 1.

The

The Wisconsin group had

the highest coefficients on the verbal subtests.

The Con-

trol group, which had the longest time lapse, had generally
lower figures.

Of the three Verbal subtests, fluency shows

the highest reliability coefficient within each group.
Figural coefficients were generally lower than Verbal.

The

Minnesota experimental group had generally lower scores
than the other two groups on the Figural subtests.

Figural

Elaboration appears to be the most reliable score of the
four Figural subtests.
The nature of the Torrance tests requires that they
be individually hand scored.

Because judgements must be

made by the scorer about the responses, it seems desirable
to review scoring reliability.

An experiment was conducted

by Torrance (40118, 19) during 1964-66 to determine the extent to which unselected classroom teachers can reliably
score Verbal and Figural Forms A and B without any training
other than individual study of the scoring guides.

A copy
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of the scoring guide and a set of 25 to 35 completed test
booklets for a particular grade level were given to the
participating teachers and an educational secretary.

They

were instructed to score the set of tests after reading the
scoring guides carefully.

Table l shows the means of the

coefficients of correlation of the Verbal and Figural Forms.
While generally high figures resulted throughout. the Verbal subtests of fluency and flexibility appeared most reliable,

Torrance feels that the most dominant factor in

interscorer reliability is to read carefully the contents
of the Scoring Guide and to use the scoring criteria it
provides.
TABLE l
Reliability Coefficients for Forms
1
A and B of the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinkitli

Subtests

Test-retest Reliability
Scoring
Mi
G
Reliability
nnesota roup
Wisconsin Classroom
1------------1
Experimental Control
Group
Teachers

Verbal Fluency
.87
,79
.93
Verbal Flexibility
.84
.61
.84
Verbal Originality
,79
.88
,73
Figural Fluency
,80
.50
.71
Figural Flexibility
• 64
• 63
.73
Figural Originality
,60
• 60
,85
Figural Elaboration
.80
.71
.83
1 Norms-Technical Manual (40116-22)

.99
• 98
.91
.96
• 94

.85
• 90

A test's validity is usually defined as the extent
to which the test measures what it purports to measure.
Torrance (40123) stresses the impossibility of providing
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all research workers and potential users of tests of
creative thinking with high coefficients of validity.

The

myriad definitions attached to the construct, creativity,
and the infinite number of ways one can behave creatively
defy provision of an overall measure of validity.

Torrance

determines validity for his tests within the conceptualization provided by his definition.

He feels that one can

then consider process, product quantity and quality, personality characteristics, group dynamic variables, and
other environmental factors that promote or impede the type
of functioning described by the process definition.
In checking content validity, one should be aware
of the limitations of the present tests of creative thinking.

Torrance (40123, 24) does not feel that "anyone can

begin to specify the number and range of test tasks necessary to give a complete or even an adequate assessment of
a person's potentialities for creative behavior."

In at-

tempting to attain as high a content validity as possible
under the existing conditions, Torrance has made a consistent and deliberate effort to base the test stimuli, the
test tasks, instructions, and scoring procedures on the
most up-to-date theories and research presently available.
Test tasks have been designed which are free of technical
or subject matter content.

In selecting test tasks, Tor-

rance researched and analyzed the lives and personality
characteristics of eminent creative individuals, the nature
of performances regarded as creative, and research and
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theory concerning the functioning of the human mind.
Concurrent validity is usually determined by correlating test scores with some other measurement of the same
ability that the test was designed to measure.

One study

of concurrent validity, by Stubbings (36), compared Torrance's tests with Guilford's measures of creative ability.
The sample used in this investigation consisted of two
groups of 50 students, with 25 males and 25 females in each
group; the chronological age of the subjects was 14.5 to

15.5 years.

The Guilford measures of creativity were ad-

ministered to one group and the Torrance tests to the
second group.

The product-moment correlation between total

scores on the Guilford and Torrance measures was .56.
The Torrance Tests of Creativity lack the validity
and reliability required of an excellent measuring device,
yet they do a commendable job of measuring a concept so
complex as creativity.

The test-retest reliability is

rather low for a testing instrument.

The validity is ques-

tionable first from its restricted definition of creativity,
and secondly from its poor correlation with some other measures of creative ability.

However, its author is a recog-

nized authority in the field, and his definition of creativity and his test instrument are accepted in many research investigations.

His test was constructed after

drawing upon many sources of knowledge about creativity,
and the instrument appears to sample as many creative
abilities as efficiently as it is possible to do at the
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present time.

PREPARATION OF THE MINI-LESSONS
All lessons were prepared and materials arranged
for before the beginning of the experiment.

Films were

relied upon heavily for information-giving because much
information is given in a limited time and because reading
abilities do not affect the amount of information received.
The time for information-giving varied, but generally required fifteen to twenty minutes, the remaining time was
used in task completion.

Instructions for each lesson were

written on the chalk-board and were given verbally.

No

time was allowed for discussion, but direct questions were
answered.

The general objectives, the concepts, the infor-

mation given, and the time allowed for task completion remained essentially the same for each group.

The tasks

were constructed within the framework of the definition
for either divergent thinking or convergent thinking, and
were given to the appropriate group.
The treatments were administered during regular
school hours.

They constituted a genuine contribution to

the school's curricular program, in that no previous lessons on conservation had been given that year.

The follow-

ing general objectives served as guidelines in the preparation of the lessons•
1.

To understand the nature of our resources.

2.

To understand the principles of conservation.
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J.

To develop a curiosity about natural resources.

4.

To gain an appreciation of the importance of
conservation.
The concepts presented were chosen from a teaching

aid of the

u.s.

Forest Service (41).

They were specifi-

cally recommended as basic conservation concepts that can
be stressed in social studies for children of the third,
fourth, and fifth grade levels.

The concepts ares

l.

Soil is sometimes washed or blown away.

2.

Pollution is the principle way water is made unfit.

3.

Our community has many needs for water.

4.

A forest is a community of plants and animals.

;.

Good habits in the use of our out-of-doors are
important.

6.

Wildlife is found everywhere.

7.

Soils differ widely.

8.

Plants adapt themselves to their environment.

9.

Animals are creatures of habit, usually spending
their entire life within a specific area known as
a "home range."

10.

Useful minerals are distributed unevenly throughout the world.

11.

Recreation activities occur all over the globe.

12.

Irrigation, drainage, brush and forest removal
bring new lands into production.

13.

Plants have played an important part in our history
and the development of our country,

14.

Much inspiration and enjoyment can be experienced
in the out-of-doors in our state.
The Mini-Lessons presented in this study are con-

tained in Appendix B.
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TESTING PROCEDURES
On the sixteenth day from the beginning of the experiment, a test was administered to all subjects with Form
A of the
Figural.

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinkin«.

Verbal and

The subjects were tested in their original class-

room groups, in their regular classrooms.

One class was

tested in the morning, and one in the afternoon.

After

instructions for the test were read, direct questions were
answered, and the students remained undisturbed during the
testing periods.

Each class was given a ten minute refresh-

ment break between the Verbal and Figural tests.

Since the

Verbal test was considered by the investigator to be more
difficult, it was administered first to each class.

The

investigator administered all tests and followed the instructions in the test booklets carefully,

Each testing

session lasted approximately one hour and forty-five
minutes.
STATISTICAL PROCEDURES AND HYPOTHESES
After scoring the tests, raw scores were collected
as shown in Appendix A and B.

Hypotheses were tested at

the .10 level of significance because of the exploratory
nature of the study•

it was expected that the primary

benefit would be suggestions for further study.

Also,

treatment time was relatively short for behavior change.
Scores were computed through univariate t-tests (91225).
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The technique for testing hypotheses about differences
between two means of independent samples may be shown as•
t

All scores were subjected to the above procedure
through the facilities of the Central Washington State
College Computer Center.
The following null hypotheses of no difference in
mean scores were tested.
1.

There is no significant difference between the means
of both treatment groups on the combined Verbal and
Figural scores of the

Torrance Tests of Creative

Thinking, Form A.
2.

There is no significant difference between the means
of both treatment groups on the Verbal scores of the

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinkin~.
3.

Form A.

There is no significant difference between the means
of both treatment groups on the Figural scores of
the

4.

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinkin~-

Form A.

There is no significant difference between the means
of both treatment groups on the Verbal Fluency subtest of the
Form A.

Torrance Tests of Creative Thinkin~,
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5.

There is no significant difference between the
means of both treatment groups on the Verbal Flexibility subtest of the

Thinkini~
6.

Torrance Tests of Creative

Form A.

There is no significant difference between the
means of both treatment groups on the Verbal
Originality subtest of the

Creative Thinkin&,
7.

Torrance Tests of

Form A.

There is no significant difference between the
means of both treatment groups on the Figural
Fluency subtest of the

Thinkini,
8.

Tgrrance Tests of Creative

Form A.

There is no significant difference between the
means of both treatment groups on the Figural
Flexibility subtest of the

Torrance Tests of

Creative Thinkioo. Form A.
9.

There is no significant difference between the
means of both treatment groups on the Figural
Originality subtest of the

Torrance Tests of

Creative Tbink1Di• Form A.
10.

There is no significant difference between the
means of both treatment groups on the Figural
Elaboration subtest of the

Creative ThinJs:ioo. Form A.

Torrance Tests of

C~P~R IV
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The t-test formula was applied to subtest and composite scores to test the null hypotheses listed in Chapter
At the .lo level of confidence, with 35 degrees of

III.

freedom, the student's~ distribution calls for a~ of at
least 1.69.

The total scores for Verbal and Figural tests

were significant at this level, though none of the others
were.
1.

There was a significant difference between the
means of both treatment groups on combined Verbal
and Figural scores of the

ThinkiD&• Form A,

Torrance Tests of Creative

The Convergent Group mean was

235,60 and the Divergent Group mean was 275.84.
~

2.

The

value was 1.78.

The Verbal Composite score yielded no significant
difference.

Scores were, respectively, 104.10,

127.89, and 1,61.

3.

The Figural Composite score yielded no significant
difference.

4.

The Verbal Fluency subtest yielded no significant
difference.

5.

Scores were 131.50, 147.95, and 1,46.

Scores were 52.40, 66.12, and 1.59,

Verbal Flexibility yielded no significant difference.

Scores were 24.25, 30.06, and 1,66.
30
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6.

Verbal Originality yielded no significant difference,

?.

Scores were 27.45, Jl.71, and .86.

Figural Fluency yielded no significant differences.
Scores were 21.25, 20.53, and .Jl.

8.

Figural Flexibility yielded no significant differences.

9.

Figural Originality yielded no significant differences.

10.

Scores were 15.35, 15. 24, and • 07.
Scores were 25.80, 27,12, and .Jl.

Figural Elaboration yielded no significant differences.

Scores were 69.10. 85.06 and 1.60.

An inspection of Table 2 reveals that standard

deviations were greater for the divergent group for all
tests, and that Figural Fluency and Figural Flexibility
are the only scores in which the Convergent Group had
higher means.

Raw scores are listed in Appendix A.

TABLE 2

Treatment Means, Standard Deviations, and

i Test of Differences between Population Means
(Independent Sample Approach)

Treatment and
Name of test
Convergent
Verbal and Figural
Divergent
Verbal and Figural
Convergent
Verbal Composite
Divergent
Verbal Composite
Convergent
Figural Composite
Divergent
Figural Composite
Convergent
Verbal Fluency
Divergent
Verbal Fluency

Mean

Standard
Deviation

23.5.60

.55.88

27.5.84

94.73

104.10

33.27

127.89

58.94

lJl.50

34.54

147.95

50.22

.52.40

18.92

66.12

Jl.18

"t" test of
Ho I ui:::z=o

df

Fate of Hypothesis
( .10 level)

35

Reject
Hypothesis
One

1.61

3.5

Accept
Hypothesis
Two

1.46

35

Accept
Hypothesis
Three

35

Accept
Hypothesis
Four

1.78

1.59

\..,.)

I\)

TABLE 2 (continued)
Treatment and
Name of test
Convergent
Verbal Flexibility
Divergent
Verbal Flexibility
Convergent
Verbal Originality
Divergent
Verbal Originality
Convergent
Figural Fluency
Divergent
Figural Fluency
Convergent
Figural Flexibility
Divergent
Figural Flexibility

Mean

Standard
Deviation

24.25

?.53

30.06

12.60

2?.45

11.39

31.71

17.44

21.25

5.94

20.53

7.48

15.35

4.JO

15.24

.5.81

"t" test of
Ho• u1 -u2=o

df

Fate of Hypothesis
(.10 level)

1.66

35

Accept
Hypothesis
Five

.86

35

Accept
Hypothesis
Six

.Jl

35

Accept
Hypothesis
Seven

35

Accept
Hypothesis
Eight

.07

w
w

TABLE 2 (continued)
Treatment and
Name of test
Convergent
Figural Originality
Divergent
Figural Originality
Convergent
Figural Elaboration
Divergent
Figural Elaboration

Mean

Standard
Deviation

25,80

9.87

27,12

14.79

69.10

21.57

85.06

36 • .56

"t" test of
Ho a u1 -u2=o
,31

1.60

df

Fate of Hypothesis
(.10 level)

35

Accept
Hypothesis
Nine

35

Accept
Hypothesis
Ten

vJ

~

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
Investigations in the field of creativity have
indicated a functional relationship between divergent
thinking and creative performance.

The problem for this

study was to determine the effect on creative performance
of convergent and divergent methods of teaching an academic
topic.

Thirty-seven children from a college elementary

school were randomly divided into Convergent and Divergent
Groups.

Treatments, mini-lessons in conservation, taught

by either a convergent or divergent method, took place
over fifteen consecutive school days for one half hour
periods daily.
the

Creative performance was then measured by

Torrance Tests of Creative Thintin&, Form A, Results

were tested for significance by the univariate~ test for
independent samples at the ,10 level.

Total scores for the

Verbal and Figural tests significantly favored the Divergent Group, and Verbal Composite, Figural Composite, Verbal
Fluency, Verbal Flexibility, and Figural Elaboration scores
closely approached significance.

Standard deviations were

greater for all Divergent scores; this may have resulted
because more creative children prefer a divergent method,
and less ·creative children are discouraged
35

by

it.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a divergent teaching method resulted
in a greater creative performance, as measured by the total
score of the instrument, than did a convergent method.

To

the extent this study can be replicated, this is a finding
of considerable importance.

It may be possible to develop

creative performance in children by eliciting divergent
production in the teaching of curricular activities.
Creative performance, measured by the Torrance

Tests of Creative Thinkin&~ showed the most difference in
the subtests of Verbal Fluency, Verbal Flexibility, and
Figural Elaboration--all favoring the Divergent Group.
The divergent method resulted in a wider dispersion
of all scores on the test instrument, indicating the operation of extraneous variables for that group.
INTERPRETATIONS
Although objectives, stated mainly in the affective
domain, were the same for both groups, there was no way to
tell whether the same objectives were achieved.

The same

behavioral objectives would not be appropriate for both
groups, since a different kind of behavior must be called
for in each.

If achievement of behavioral objectives is to

be determined on a divergent scale, such objectives should
be stated in terms of fluency, flexibility, and originality.
On a convergent scale, convergent responses must be called
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for.

If both convergent and divergent production are called

for in lessons, achievement should be determined by stating
and testing objectives convergently and divergently.

Since

achievement is traditionally measured by convergent means
only, it must by r~defined to include divergent abilities
if the attainment of such objectives is to be determined.
The recommended inclusion of a divergent measure in
achievement tests was also made by Feldhusen and others (14).
Scores on the creativity test were more widely dispersed in the divergent group.

Torrance has consistently

stated that children high in creative ability prefer to
learn creatively •. If this is true, it could be expected
that high creatives would respond more favorably to the
unusual divergent method than low creatives.

On the other

hand, the consistent use of divergent questions may have
been frustrating to children low in creative ability.

Evi-

dence of discouragement noticed in teaching the divergent
lessons were remarks such as "I can't think of any more

0

and "Do I have enough answers now?"
Despite careful definitions of convergent and divergent thinking, it was in practice difficult to separate
the two, and some tasks seem to call for both abilities.
For example, the task

0

Tell the ways water can be polluted"

contains a higher degree of divergency than the task "Tell
the common ways that water can be polluted."

The range of

possible answers to the first task is greater since the
ways given need not be common.

For the second task, many
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possibilities are rejected for their lack of "commonness."
The range of possibilities is reduced still further in the
task "Name the most common way water can be polluted,"
which is a more clearly convergent question; all possibilities must be rejected except one.

The role of divergent

production in completing a convergent task is illustrated
by the realization that "possible ways" must be evaluated
to find the .. most common way" unless the "most common way"
is known on a cognitive level where neither convergent or
divergent abilities are required.

Rather than thinking

of questions as being clearly convergent or divergent, it
is more appropriate to think in terms of the range of possible answers, which would give an indication of the degree
of divergency.
Torrance's test was appropriate to the abilities
of the subjects in this studys it was time-consuming though
not difficult to score, and appears to be a good measure
of divergent thinking ability, even if its measure of
creativity is open to speculation.

Directions read from the

manual were adequate for understanding by the pupils, as
indicated by an inspection of test responses.

The scoring

guide gave adequate instructions for the assignment of
responses to categories, although judgement is called for
by the scorer in assigning "creative strength" to responses.
While examples from the guide are helpful in mastering this
concept, it may still be the most important source of scoring unreliability.

The time consumed in scoring is dis-
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couraging to the use of the test.
is required to score Form A.

About forty-five minutes

Divergent production is recog-

nized in the Verbal and Figural subtests of Fluency, Flexibility, and Originality.

It appears that the largest dif-

ference between divergent production and the creative act
is the importance of the act to the worlds
recognized as creative if it is trivial.

a thing is not
A measure of im-

portance is what Torrance's test seems to lack, and to the
extent that test-taking behavior is different from real-life
behavior, it may never be measured.
In contrast to Verbal scores, which more clearly
favored the divergent group, Figural scores ranged from
nearly significant to almost no different.

This may have

resulted from the smaller amount of production of a figural
nature called for in treatment tasks, or the learning of
verbal divergent abilities may have transferred to the
Figural subtests selectively.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The findings of this investigation are limited by
the nature of the treatments.

It would be interesting to

determine the effects on creative performance of a divergent
method for subjects such as art and mathematics.

Instead

of periods of divergent production only, treatments could
consist of divergent production followed by a period of
evaluation, similar to a brainstorming method.

Treatments

could be a conscientious intermingling of divergent and
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convergent production, and treatment time could be for all
the school day for many days.
This study should be replicated using different
subjects.

Since the atmosphere of Hebeler is probably more

creative than the public school's, the use of public school
students may show an even greater difference in creative
performance with a divergent method.
There is some evidence that creativity, once developed, is lasting (10).

To determine whether this is

true with the subjects of this study, a follow-up investigation involving re-testing is recommended.
Convergent and divergent abilities appear to be
separate operations of the intellect, improvable through
practice.

It may be that some children learn better with

a divergent method, but this will remain difficult to in-

vestigate so long as achievement remains a convergent measure.

Since a single achievement score tells nothing of the

relative strength of divergent and convergent abilities,
it is recommended that an investigation be conducted to
determine the possible utility of a two-score achievement
test.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
RAW SCORES FOR TORRANCE TESTS OF CREATIVE THINKING, FORM A
Total Verbal
Verbal
Verbal
Figural Figural
Figural
Figural
Rank Score Fluency Flexibility Originality Fluency Flexibility Originality Elaboration
Divergent
26
214
l
72
45
56
23
571
135
14
2
18
18
106
65
93
59
373
41
22
101
J4
334
75
10
320
109
92
1.5
35
21
111
11
72
36
315
9
5
55
6
27
JO
74
27
305
.59
33
55
84
88
29
17
19
2.5
293
Jl
7
68
8
48
26
18
271
27
.52
32
261
40
12
109
19
2J
9
3.5
10
80
10
11
11
2.57
78
JJ
246
11
21
31
2J
J2
13
91
J.5
12
4
229
28
21
36
19
47
74
16
16
28
203
67
1.5
9
188
22
27
1.5
lJ
17
.51
184
26
14
8
12
27
;8
1.5
39
lo
180
12
21
27
19
17
17
67
20
6
17
4J
1.59
19
7
9
55

,~

'

i4

,~

f,

~'

.(::"
-.,J

APPENDIX A (continued)
Total Verbal
Verbal
Verbal
Figural
Figural
Figural
Figural
Rank Score Fluency Flexibility Originality Fluency Flexibility Originality Elaboration
Convergent
1
365
2
327
316
.3
4
299
298
5
6
283
262
7
8
227
22.5
9
10
223
11
205
12
202
201
196
189
15
16
188
184
17
18
18,3
19
173
20
146

i4

79
81
83
63
89
60
60

50

37
52

59

41

it~

42

52

34
35
23
23

33
38

25

22
38
28
30
23
21
21
37
24
23
19
21
23
16
20
12
11

42
47
39
34
24
40
31
23
20
16

35

39
14
31
36
19
14
27
6

12

28

JO

26
27
22
16
25
24
20
28
13
22
27
9

16
13
19
14
26
20

23
18
20
20
20
7
20
18
14
19
13
14
14
8
12
9
17
13
13

15

49
34
Jl
42
34
28
18
31
23
J8
19
19
16
18
15
12
Jl
17
24
17

111
79
92
91
91
104
78
58
90
49
29
43
69
64
47
60

5.3

57
69
48

+="

(X)
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APPENDIX B
CONVERGENT AND DIVERGENT TREATMENTS
Treatment #1
Concepts•

Our community has many needs for water.
Pollution is the principle way water
is made unfit.

Objectives a

To appreciate the importance of water
in our daily lives,
To understand some causes of water
pollution.

Materials required
and information
given•
Film•

Water for Farm and City, 13 min,,
sd, b & w, USDA, 1959.

Pictures of water pollution, cut from
magazines, newspapers
Tasks,

Convergent
l.

List the most common uses of water you have seen.

2.

From the film, and these pictures, list sources
of water pollution.

3,

Write the most important five questions that
could be answered from the film.

Diver~ent
1.

List as many different possibilities of uses of
water in our community as you can think of.

2.

Make a list of as many different kinds of
pollution as you can.

3.

From the pictures, write about what might
happen as a result of the pollution shown.
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Treatment #2
Concepts a

Soil is sometimes washed or blown away.

Objectives a

To understand causes of soil erosion,
and some ways of fighting them.
To gain an appreciation of the importance of soil conservation.

Materials required
and information
givens
Film•

Erosions Leveling of the Land,
14 min., ad, col, WCTU, 1965.
Pictures of soil conservation
practices.

Tasks•

Convergent
1.

List the common causes of soil erosion, as
shown in the film.

2.

For each picture, write what is being done to
save the soil.

Divergent
1.

Make a list of possible questions that could be
asked about the film.

2.

Name all the machinery, tools, and other things
that you might use to stop the soil from washing or blowing away.
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Treatment #J
Concept•

Soil is sometimes washed or blown away.

Objectives a

To understand some causes of soil
erosion, and ways of fighting them.
To gain an appreciation of the importance of soil erosion.

Materials required
and information
Paper, pencil. A walk around the campus,
given•
noticing places where soil erosion has
occurred.
Tasks•

Convergent
l.

Write what caused erosion in each place.

2.

Tell what method would be best used to prevent
erosion in each place.

Divergent
1.

For each place that you saw erosion, write
about what may happen in the future there if
no conservation measures are taken.

2.

Tell all the different ways that might be used
to prevent soil erosion in each place.
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Treatment #4
Concepts

Our forest is a community of plants
and animals.

Objectives•

To understand the interdependence of
plants and animals in a forest.
To appreciate the importance of the
balance of life in a forest.

Materials required
and information
given a
Film•

This Vital Earth. 11 min., sd,
col,, Encyclopedia Britannica,
1948.

Task•

Convergent
l.

Write a paragraph on how the meat-eating
animal depends on the existence of plants.

2.

Draw a series of pictures, showing how insects
and plants depend on each other.

Divergent
l.

Write a paragraph on all the things that could
happen if too many plant-eaters were in the
forest one spring,

2,

Draw a number of small pictures showing all
that could happen if an airplane dropped plant
poison all over the forest,
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Treatment #5
Concepts

Good habits in the use of our out-ofdoors are important.

Objectives a

To appreciate good habits in the use of
our out-of-doors.
To gain an understanding of what
constitutes good use of our out-ofdoors.

Materials required
and information
givens
Filina

Woodland Manners. 19 min., sd,

col, USDA, 1952.

A listing of "Good Habits" on the board.
Tasksa

Convergent
l.

While watching the film, write a list of "Good
Habits" on the use of our out of doors.

2.

Tell why each of the "Good Habits" listed on
the board helps save the woods.

Divergent
l.

List as many consequences as you can if woodland manners were not followed.

2.

Write a paragraph on "How we can get people to
practice good habits in using the out-of-doors."
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Treatment#?
Concept•

Wildlife is found everywhere.

Objectives•

To gain a knowledge of the varied
habits of wildlife.
To gain an appreciation of the different needs of wildlife.

Materials required
and information
given•
Film•

Distribution of Plants and
Animals, 16 min., sd, col,
Encyclopedia Britannica.

Tasks•

Convergent
1.

Answer, from the film• (a) Why do plants and
animals live in certain places, but not others?
(b) How do plants and animals spread from one
place to another?

2.

Write three other important questions that
could be answered from the film.

Divergent
Write all the changes you might expect ifa
1.

Antarctica became a tropical country.

2.

The Sahara Desert started getting 100 inches
of rain a year.
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Treatment #8
Concept•

Plants adapt themselves to their
environment.

Objectives a

To gain an understanding of what plants
can do to survive in a difficult
environment.
To gain an appreciation of the flexibility of plants in their struggle for
survival,

Materials re~uired
and information
given•
Film•

Adaptations in Plants. 17 min.,

sd, col, Columbia University,
Lamont Geological Observatory,
1967.

Tasks•

Convergent
1.

Draw pictures showing the common
of plants.

daptations

2.

For each picture, write what is important about
that form of adaptation, to the survival of
the plant.

Divergent
1.

Tell as many good results as you can think of,
from plants being adaptable.

2.

On a piece of paper, write all that could happen
if plants were no longer adaptable.

Treatment #9
Concepts

Recreation activities occur all over
the globe.

Objectives•

To gain an appreciation of recreation
as a world-wide activity.
To gain an understanding of the importance of conservation to recreation
activities.

Materials required
and information
givens
Pictures of different recreation
activities, identified by country.
Mimeographed world maps.
Tasks•

Qonyeri'ent
l.

Place an X on the map to represent where each
pictured activity is taking place.

2.

For each picture, write one important thing that
would happen if conservation was not practiced.

Divergent
For each picture recreation activity, write a
paragraph telling all that might happen if conservation was not practiced.
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Treatment #10
Concepts

Soils differ widely.

Objectives•

To gain skill in recognizing different
types of soil.
To gain an understanding of the basic
process of soil formation.

Materials required
and information
givens
Film•

What is soil? 10 min., sd, b&w,
Films, Inc. 1948.

Numbered bottles of different kinds
of soil.
Tasks•

Convergent
l.

Write a paragraph explaining the basic process
of soil formation.

2.

Classify the soil samples as•
a. coarse-fine
b. containing humus-not containing humus
c. light-dark

Diyer~ent
l.

Write a paragraph on what might have happened
in the past to a farmer's field that has just
grown a very good crop.

2.

Looking at the soil samples carefully, group
them by number as many different ways as you
can. For exaple, one grouping might bea
light - dark

1,3,5 - 2,4
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Treatment #11
Concept•

Irrigation, drainage, brush and forest
removal bring new farm land into production.

Objectives•

To gain an understanding of methods
used to bring new lands into production.

Materials required
and information
Pictures of good farm land, deserts,
given•
swamps, and woods.
Tasks•

Qonyer«ent
1.

From these pictures, write what would be necessary to change the swamps, deserts, and woods
into productive lands.

2.

Place these words into the appropriate class,
as they would be needed to make the land arable•
chainsaw, bulldozer, irrigation, fire, sprinkler,
drainage, canals, pump. The three classes to
place the words in area woods, swamps, deserts.

3.

Write a sentence about each word, telling how
it would be used to help make land arable.

Divergen~
1.

List possible ways of changing deserts into
good land. Do the same for swamps and woods.

2.

List the machines, tools, and all other
resources that might be used to change a swamp
into productive land. Do the same for a desert
and woods.
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Treatment #12
Concept•

Plants have played an important part
in our history and development of our
country.

Objective a

To gain an understanding of the importance of plants in our history and
development.

Materials required
and information
given•
Film•

Cardboard Cow, 14 min., sd, col,
Agricultural Research Service,
1956.

Tasks•

Convergent
Tell what the new developments are that scientists
have made in the field of agriculture.

Divergent
Write a story about the difficulties we might have
had, and the things we might have had to do differently in the development of our country, if we
had only half as much good farm land and forest
land as we do.
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Treatment #13
Concepts

Much inspiration and enjoyment can be
experienced in the out-of-doors in
our state.

Objectives a

To gain an appreciation of the out-ofdoors as a source of inspiration and
enjoyment.
To gain an understanding of the role
of conservation in preserving a source
of inspiration and enjoyment.

Materials required
and information
given a
Film•

Hunter and the Forest, 8 min, sd,
b&w, Encyclopedia Britannica,
1955.

Tasks•

Qonver«ent
1.

Write 5 questions that could be answered from
the film, and put them in order as they were
taken from the beginning to the last of the
film.

2.

Answer the following questions• (a) What incidents in the film would give an artist a good
idea for a picture? (b) What incidents in the
film would you enjoy seeing if you were walking
in the woods? {c) What incidents in the film
caused the hunter not to shoot the deer?

Diyer«ent
1.

Write what you saw in the film that might be
reasons people enjoy the out-of-doors.

2.

Write all the possible reasons why the hunter
did not shoot the deer.

J.

If conservation was not practiced, write what
ways the out-of-doors might lose its appeal to
artists, hunters, writers, and recreation
seekers.
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Treatment #14
Concepts

Animals are creatures of habit, usually
spending their entire life within a
specific area known as a "home range."

Objectives a

To gain an appreciation of the restricted
nature of the environment animals must
live in.
To gain an understanding of the fact that
animals have rather specific needs.

Materials required
and information
given,
Film•

Spring Comes to a Pond, 14 min,
sd, col, Films of the Nation.

Tasks•

Convergent
l.

From the film, write what would most likely :
happen to the birds and animals if there were
no insects.

2.

Write a series of 5 questions that could be
used in a quiz about the film, and put them in
order as they were taken from the first to the
last of the film.

Diyere;ent
l.

Write a story about what might happen if one
spring the pond went dry.

2.

Make a list of things needed by other animals
that are not needed by the life around a pond,
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Treatment #15
Test
Objectives

To gain an evaluation of achievement in
the course.

Given,

Words on boards
animals.

soil, plants, wat:er,

Tasks•

QoJlYere:ent
1.

For each word, write two common causes of waste
of this resource.

2.

For each word, write one common method of conserving this resource.

J.

For each word, write what is most important to
men about that resource.

4.

From what you have learned of conservation,
write what you can do to best help save that
resource around your home, school, or community.

Diyere-ent
l.

For each word, write all the ways that resource
can be wasted.

2.

For each word, write all the ways that resource
can be saved.

J.

For each word, write all the reasons you can
think of that that resource is important to men.

4.

For each word, write all the possible things
you could do to help save that resource.

